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~ ~ INTRODUCTION 

~. ~ The determm.·ation of the cause of hybrid vigor is a fundamental 
<! ~ problem in practical corn breeding. The major programs of corn 
~ t improvement ill the United States to-day involve the isolation of 
~ III more or less homozygous lines through seleotion aud self-fertilization 

as the first step. At present these inbred lines must be crossed into 
_ various hybrid combinations for commercial utilization. The extent 
Cf:) to which bett~r inbred lines can be obtained and also the possibility 
~ of obtaining high-yielding homozygous lines depend upon just what is 
c> the cause of hybrid vigor. 
CQ There are two major hypotheses as to the cause of hybrid vigor. 

One of these assumes the existence of an unexplained physiologic 6 stimulation resultin~ from the mere fact of heterozygosis; it holds 
Z that there is some kind of physiologic stimulation attributable to the 

fact that the gametes are unlike. The other hypothesis attributes 
hybrid vigor tQ the combined action of dominant favorable genes 
coming from the two parents. 

The developD,lent of these theories and the experimental evidence . 
upon which they are based h.Rve been reviewed 1;;0 frequently and so 
adequately (1.2,3,5,8)3 that further review here seems unnecessary. 

, Presented before the Joint meeting of the Gcnetici~ts Interested in Agriculture and the AmerIcan SocIety 
of Agronomy,OJeveland, OhIo, Dec. 21); 1930. 

J The writers wish to express their appreciation of the valuable assistance rendered at vnrlous times !luring 
the course of these experiments by H. S. Garrison, assistant agronomist, J. M. liammerly, senlorsclentlftc 
aide, and John: S. Fowler, field llSSistant, Division oC Cereal Crops 8.Ild DIs!lsses . 

• ItalIc ntllD~ In parentheses refer to Literature Cltad, p. 22. 
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So far as thewriters are aware, either hypothesis fits all of the ob
served facts a.dduced from many careful experiments on inbreeding 
and outbl'eeding. This is true because in those experiments a change 
in heterozygosis provided a corresponding change in the opportunity 
for the action of dominant favorable genes. 'l~he dominant-favorable
gene hypothesis, however, is in agreement also with the interaction of 
genes sJ,S observed in extensive, detailed genetic investigations. Con
sequently, the consensus of opinion among geneticists supports the 
dominant-favorable-gene hypothesis, with the reservation that physi
ologic s.timulation from heterozygosis, too, may play some part, or at 
least that the existence of such stimulation has not been disproved. 

A possible means of distinguishing between these two hypotheses 
experimentally was suggested, from theoretical considerations, in a 
previous paper (7). It is desired.. in the present paper to review briefly 
the theory of convergent improvement and to present such experimen
tal data as have been accumulated. 

Convergent improvement consists of a more or less definite system 
of crossing, back p~llinating, and selfing, all accompanied by selection, 
in an effort to improve in bred lines of corn without interfering with 
their behavior in hybrid combination. It seeks to do this by bringing 
about the convergence of the favorable dominant genes from two or 
more inbred lines into a single stream of germ plasm . 
. Regarding yield as the measure of vigor, the theoretical basis for 
convergent improvement· assumes that

(1) Selfed lines that combine into a high-yielding cross carry, 
together, the important dominant genes necessary for increased yield, 
and are alike for such necessary genes as are recessive. 

(2) The excess yield of a cross above that of one parent may be 
attributed to the dominant favorable genes received from the other 
parent. 

(3) Back pollinating a cross, as N xR, to one of the homozygous 
parents, as R, in several successive generations, with04t selection and 
in the absence of linkage, will recover the genotype of the recurrent 
parent, R, according to the series ~, %, %, etc. . 

('1) Selection of only the more vigorous, productive plants during 
the period of successive back pollination will retain some of the domi
nant favorable N genes, which will be present in the heterozygous 
conditiou, however, as long as back pollinating to R is continued. 

(5) Selection within seHed lines after back pollinating will produce 
a line homozygous for the dominant R and some of the dominant N 
genes. This recovered line may be designated R (N'). It should 
yield more than R because of the added dominant favorable (N') 
genes, and should behave the same as R in crosses with N, as only the 
dominant genes would be expressed in the heterozygous condition. 

(6) Two reciprocally recovered lines R (N') and N (R') would differ 
in fewer dominant genes than the parel1tallines Nand R. By repeat

. ing the breeding program, using these recovered lines as foundation 
stock, therefore, further increments could be added reciprocally, bring
ing about a gradual conver~ence of the dominant favorable genes from 
Nand R into a single stram. 

Briefly stated, then, convergent improvement involves the recip
rocal addition to each of two homozygous selfed lines that combine 
to produce a high-yielding cross of those dominant favorable genes 
which one line lacks, but which are carried by the other, by (1) crossing 
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the two lines, (2) back pollinating to one line through each of several 
generations to recover the domi..llant genotype of that line, (3) at the 
same time practicing selection to retain favorable dominant genes 
entering' the cross from the nonrecurrent parent, (4) selecting within 
selfed lines to fix the added genes in the homozygous condition; (5) 
performing these operations in p&rallel w·ith each of the original lines 
as the recurrent parent, and (6) repeating the operation to achieve 
further improvement, using the recovered lines in place of the original 
parent lines as foundation stocks. 

Success in such a program is possible only if the interaction of 
dominant favorable genes is the cause of hybrid viRor. Under this 

• ,,;hypothesis, moreover, a cross between:a (N') and N (R') should be 
as productive as, or more productive than, the cross between Rand 
N;' 'Under the hypothesis of physiologic stimulation, on the other 
hand, crosses between these recovered lines would be ex--pected to yield 
less than those between the original parents. This follows from the 
fact that the recovered lines would be more nearly like each other and 
~rosses between them consequently would be less heterozygous. 
Agreement of experimental results with one of these different expec
tations accordingly should differentiate critically between the t,WO 
theories. 

Yield data are reported here bearing on the effects (1) of back 
pollinating to a recurrent parent for different numbers of successive 
generations, and (2) of crossing such lines, back pollinated for different 
numbers of generations, with the nonrecurrent parent or with a recip
rocally back-pollinated line. Before proceeding with the data, it is 
desirable to discuss briefly the breeding program from which the 
stocks were derived. 

THE BREEDING PROGRAM 

Most of the inbred lines used as foundation stocks were selected 
from varieties adapted to Corn Belt conditions. The lines of C. I.4 

No. 227 (a strain of a Bloody Butcher type from China) and of O. 1. No. 
228 (Lancaster Surecrop) were selected at the Arlington Experiment 
Farm, in Virginia. The line of C. I. No. 540 was obtained fl·om H. 
A. Wallace, Des Moines, Iowa, and the lines of C. I. No. 549. were 
obtained from J. R. Holbert, Bloomington, Ill. Selection of the lines 
of C. 1. No. 201 (Delta Prolific) was begun in Arkansas and has been 
continued at the Arlington Experiment Farm. 

It is unnecessary to give detailed yields of the, Fl crosses used. 
They are all two or more times as productive as the parent inbreds, 
thus evidencing an abundance of hybrid vigor. Fl crosses and 
double crosses involving the parent inbreds also have produced high 
absolute yields. One double croso was second among the hybrid 
entries in the Ames district of the Iowa State (lorn Yield Test in 1928, 
producing 11 bushels per acre more than the best open··pollinated 
variety. Another double cross was first in the same district in 1929, 
yielding 9 bushels per acre more than the best open-pollinated variety. 
Several of the foundation Fl crosses yield practically as much as these 
double crosses, and the rest are only slightly less productive. It is 
obvious, therefore, that reasoa.ably good germ plasm is carried by t.he 
breeding stocks. 

• Accession number oltha Division of Cereal Crops Bnd DisollSes, formerly Office of Cereal Investigations. 
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SELECTION IN QACK.POLLINATED LINES 

fu beginning selection in back-pollinated lines, from2 to 5<Fl iPIMlts 
have been pollinated ",ith pollen of the reCU1'rent parent. Frtlm 40 
to 100 plants ha-ve been grown from the seed so produced and the 
better of these have been back pollinated. The seed from what 
appeared at harvest to be the best of these plants then was planted 
inear"7to-row progenies, back pollinating and selecting being continued 
within and between these progenies. From 18 to 25 plants have 
been grown in the progeny rows, depending upon the number of 
progenies to be grown and the ]aJ;ld available. 

Most ofthe pollinating has been controlled by hand. In one season 
it was. possible to have several isolated plots. Each of these. ;vas 
utilized for one recurrent parent line, the back-pollinated progenies 
being grown in two of every three rows and detasseled. This practice 
eliminates the preliminary selection ,ordinarily made during hand 
pollinat,lng unless this selection is made ii, special task. In the present 
experimentsy where the number of progenies back pollina,ted tG anyone 
recurrenp parent was relatively small, the use of isolated plots did 
not add much to the efficiency of operation. If many progenies were 
being back poUinated to one recurrent parent, isolated plots would 
be helpful. 

The specific crosses and the recurrent parents being used in the 
convergent-improvement progr·am at the Arlington Farm are shown 
in Table 1. The number of progenies grOWJ;l in each breeding line in 
each generation through 1930 is also shown. .A relatively large num
ber of lines was used in order to provide generality of experience. 
This fact, together with adverse seasonal conditions during three 
years of the experiments, has kept the possibilities of selection within 
the individual lines below what seems desirable. 

TABLE I.-Pedigrees of stocks in the program of convergent improvement 

Number o( progenies grown in stated 
generation 0(-

Pedigree No. Back pollinating i Seltlng 
!_--;-, 

_________________._1_ <_~__3 ___4 ___5_!_1___2_ 

227-'2-S4X227-1-SL- ____•.••• _____••___ •__ •• __ ._. _____. ___ ! 6 ; ---"3" ::::::1 ! :::::: 
~=t~!Q~;=t~:t::::=:=:=:::::=::::::::::::::::::.:::::::122i-6-S4X227-1-S4________________________.________________ ~ 2 ' 22 43 _._________ .\3 ______ , 24 _••___ ______ 

227-1-S4X227-2-84,________________,,__ •.•.•-.--------------,227_3_S4X227-2- 84_________ •__________ • ___ .-____._.______ ._i 2~-1 12 53 16 ------1 ______1 5 1-----4 ______ 
2:li+S4X227·-2-S4 __ ._. _______ • ___•__ •___________•________ ~ 4 5 5 ______1 2 ______ 

m:t.~~r:t~5~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::1 
54~.A-8lOX227-2--O:5_______..._•• _____ •• __ •________ .________ 
54~B-SIOX22i-2-S5________•____•. _. _______•_____•• < •• ,.--

227-1-S~X22i-\l-S4..--.------ , ___ •__•__ •___________••______ __ 
227..,2-S4X227-3-S4________ ........________________._________ 

~41 
21 , 
2 

~ g----:- ::::::!
8 ------ ------ ---••-i 
31 1----,;;- --··S-- --"---------'1" 
2 5 4 ._____ 

~ 
I) 

11 
2 

:::::: 
----.

-••_=-.-_-_ _ 
_...._ 

227-6-S6X227·.;j-.'S6 •• _-_. __ • __ ... -.--....____•.•___•___•__ ._ 
228-4..;g~S7X22i_3_f'6 ____ •• _... _..__ .._••___ .-..------- ...-. 
54G-S4X227-3_S6..____...____ ....____ •• __________...._....__ 
54~.A-SlOX227-3-SG. ___ ...._. ____• ____•_______~____.._~_.__ 
54I1-B-SIOX227-3_Sil___........... _.........._______.____ 
227-1~S4X227+S4_._.____ ••___••••__________._..___.... "'
227-2-S4X227+S4...---_____ ._.___ ....___...___..__.........
227-I-S4X227-6-B4 ______ ....____ ....___ ... __....._._....___ 

2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
6 
6:< 

2 1___'" ----._ ....__: 
3 

1 

,1 ,______ ---__ i 
5 6 _,,___ •_____ j 
3 ---.__ ._. ___ -'''--r 
2 2 __..__ -----oJ
91 5 6 ------ i3 3 ------ ------1
4 4 6 ______ 

2 ..___-
7 3 

11 8 
4 4 
2 3 
~ 1-----
5 ----.
3 ______ 

227-2--S4X227+B4______ .. _••_....______• ______ •____ • __ ..._. 
228-3-3-8JiX228-1-2--Bo__-----••-----.------.-------....____ 

2 
2 I 

2 
4 

.Ji 
2 1

~ ______ 
4 ______ 

0 
3 

_____ • 
•••••• 
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. TULE I.-Pedigrees oj stocks' in tn,eprogram oj convergeni improvement.-Contd. 

Number of ptogenil'S grown in stated. 
generation of

-
Pedigree No. Back pOIlinBtin'g I Selling 

1 , 2 3' 4 i 5 "-1-1-2

'. ; I t--"------;--1---,
~S5x22s:-1-2-S5____________________________..____ .. 1 '2' 3 ______1.____1 5 j____ _ 

~r::~~~g_t~~==::===::::::==::::=::=:::=::::=:= 2 2 3 ------:-m--l 3 ,----- 

~~:t~~~~,~~~:==:=:==::=:=:=:::::::::==::=::::! 4! i i ~ !1=====11 g1:=====
,228+5-S5X22i!4-&-'S5______________ .---------------------- I 40 11 5, 11 8 1-----
227-3-S6X22B"4-8'-S7_____________________________________ 1 2 '2 _____;______ 3 _____ _ 

. S40-S4X228-4--S-S7___________ ,,____________________________ 22 r ______ '______1 10 I 162~ ! 5 
549-_%.-810X228-4-8-S7____ _______________.________________ 6 ______ ______ 4 i 3~ 

549-B-810X22&-4-S-Si ____________________________________ 3 7 ------'------. 91-----
228-1w2-85X228--6-5-S5________________~.____________~______ ~2 3 I 2~ ::--:5=:1;"_.-:-:-_---:',:- 3~..1_--_=_:._--:-: ..228-2-,2-8liX228-6--5-S5_____________________________________ __ ___ . , __ .228-3-awS5X228-6-5-SIi___________________________________ _ g
228+1-8liX22&-6-5-S5"___________________________________ 2 1 I 2 3 1______• ___• _____ _ 

~rxJs~~~~::=::=:=:::::::::::::::::~~=::::::lt l~ g 6 1------ ! 1------ , 
~:::t~lg~~~f=:=::::::::::::=:::=:::::=:::::::::I' 3~1 I 421 ----2<~_=:_-~~;-_:=_=_~-_:=_ '_.__.~_j.=~=_-_:=_=_201-G-S9X201-A-87_______. _______.. ________________________ '_. _. . . ___ 
201-H-S9X201-A-S'L_______________________________________ 12 5 ______, ___________ .1._____ 

201-A-S7X201-C-S9________________________ ._______________ 2 Ii 2 _____ -1 ____ .- ____________ 
201-B-S6X201-C-SIl________________________________________ 2 34 ____ ._, _________ • _______ _ 
201-F-89X201-C-S9________________________________________ 1 6 , 1 4 1_________________ 

~tli~~~t~tlt~:======::===:=====:=====::==::=====: ~ i II ~ ==:=:t:::= =:=:=11:===== 

201-H-S9X201-G-S9_____~_-_______________________________ 2 ! :.___ ~_____'_'_ =_---.- ____ ____ ___ =:=:' -:---_ 
201-H-S11X201-E-S7-----.--.------------------------------ 21 ~. --. . .---.201-B-S6X201-F-89_____________. ____________ ._____________ 22 4. 5 ------ ..---- ------ ----- 
201-C-89X201-F-S9.______________________________________ 2 I' ~, i 235 1°9' -_:-_-_-_-_ :-_:-_-_-_ :-_:-_:-_201-H-S9X201-F-S9_________________ "'_____________________ _ _ .' .'_1
201-A-S7X20t-H-SD________________________________________ 2 j 2 , _____________---- ___________ _
201-B-S6X201-H-S9___ c___________________________________ 4 2 ____________ •_________________ _ 

~t=i:I~~~~1~I~==:==========:=============:====:===~ ~ I ~:==:~: ===:~l:=:=t=:==:f=:=: 

GREENKOUSE SELECTION 

In order to advance the breeding program as rapidly as possible, 
a crop has been grown in the greenhouse each winter. The greenhouse 
crops were restricted chiefly to material being back pollinated for the 
first or second times though a few progenies further advanced were 
also grown. Except for minor differences, the Fl plants would be 
expected to be alike genetically, providing no opportunity for selec~ 
tion. Genetic differences would become apparent among the plants 
in the lines back pollinated once and among the progenies and plants 
in the lines back pollinated two or more times. 

Selection anlong plants in the greenhouse was attempted by planting 
25 seeds of a progeny 2 inches apart and thinning out the poorer seed
lings as they became a.ppal'ent, until only the 4 0, 5 best plants 
remained. Seed from all the pollinated ears that could be obtained 
from these selected Dlants then would be planted in the field the next 
season, Generally no attempt was made to select among progenies 
.except in the field,either all or none of the ears of. a certain line of 
b'lecding being carried forward in the greenhouse. 
.. Selection was made. once among progenies, however, by the follow

ing method.. Seed from the available ears was planted in sand on a 

sl{lwly rotating table, 17 seeds from each ear to ,';I. row. The seedli.ngs 

we~'e measured shortly after emergence and again 11 days later. 
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Differences in the growth increments were assumed to be due to 
differen~es in inherent vigor. An experiment planned to verify both 
this and the. efficacy of plant selection within the progenies could not 

FIGURE 1.-Motor·drlven rotating table for growing corn seedlings under conditions of uniform 
light and tempI'rature 

be completed because of failure to obtain the necessary seed. Obser~ 
vation of the mature plants,. however, showed that the seedling 
djiferences persisted through the immediate generation. Kyle's (6) 

FIGURE 2.-AppearnllCO of seedlings grown on rotating table. showIng arrangement 

results, moreover, ha.ve Bhown that similar differences foimd in the 
field carried into the next filial.generation. The appearanceof the 
seedlings on the rotating table ie, shown in Figures 1 and 2, and that 
of the greenhouse crop of 1929-30 is shown in Figure 3. 
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EXPERIMENTS ON BACK POLLINATING AND RECROSSING 

In the original discussion of convergent improvement (7), it was 
estimated that six generations of back pollinating might be adequate 
~or recovering that part of the recurrent parent genotype important 
for practical corn improvement. It was recognized, however, that 
any reliable estimate of the number of generations necessary would 
have to wait on the accumulation of experimental data. Experiments 
were conducted in 1929 and 1930 to provide evidence on this question 
and on the question of how long back pollinating could be continued 
without losing too many of the favorable genes coming in from the 
nonreCUlTent parent. The concepts back of these experiments were 
(1) that back pollinatj.ng could be continued as long as the plants were 

FIGURE a.-COrll brooding stocks produced in the greenhouse during tile winter of 1929-30 

I1.ppreciably superior to the reCUTI'ent parent, and (2) that back 
pollinating must be continued until the cross between a back-polli
nated line and the nonrecurrent parent yielded approximately 
equally with the cross between the original recurrent and nonrecurrent 

..~ parents. Equality of the original cross with a cross between recov
ered lines obtained by back pollinating to both parents would be 
equivalent evidence of sufficiency of back pollination. 

The system of pedigrees used in the breeding program is illustrated 
in Table 2. The foundation Fl cross is in parentheses, with the 
recurrent parent last, regardless of the direction in which the N'OSS 
was made. 'rhe numerals following and separated by uashes indicate 
generations of back pollinating to the recurrent parent. Crosses 
recorded without parenthese') are shown as made, the pistillate parent 
being written first. Where the particular pedigree is unimportant, a 
generalized pedigree is used. ,The exponent of the recurrent parent 

http:pollinatj.ng
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shows the number of times that parent has been used. Thus, (6-5 X 
4--82

) is the cross (6-5 X 4-8) back pollinated once to parent line 4-8, 
whereas (6-5 X 4-84) is the same cross back pollinated three times to 
4'-8. A more generalized form of the same system is used to indicate 
the generation of operation where the particular cross is of no impor

{timce. Here the letters Nand R indicate the nonrecurrent and the If,'
recurrent parent. The letter S indicates the beginning of selfing, or, 
with a subscript, the number of selfed genei'ations. 

TABLE 2.-Designations 1tlled in convergent improvement experiments 

I Pedigree 

Generation i Operation 

I 
I General I Specific examples 

-1------·-------·. . ,----~---.--.. 
NXR, RXN, or F'.___lfHiX4-S, or 4-8X6-5 -. __ "_______..______ ActuaL __ ._..••: . 
(NXR') _______________ (6-5X4-8) X4-8 _____________________' (6-5X4-82) _____ j (6-5X4-S)-1. 
(NXR') ______________ • (6-5X4-S)X4-S; X4-8 _______________••1 (6-5X4-8') ___• (6-5X4-S)-1-1. 

j I (6-5X4-8)-1-2.
(NXRI) ___________ "\ (6-5X4-8)X4-S; X4-8; X4-S ..__•••••••. (6-5X4-8I) __ ._'1 (6-5X4-S)-1-1-1. 

. (6-5X4-S)-1-1-2.
I (6-5X4-S)-1-2-1.

(:-\XRI)S •• __ •• __ • ____ (6-5X4-S)X4-8; X4-S; X4-S; xs__.... (6-5X4-SI)S .... , (6-5X4-S)-l-l-I-Si. 
. ~ (6-5X4-S)-1-2-I-Sl.

(NXRI)SL._._______ .1 (6·5X4-S)X4-S; X4-8; X4-S; XS, XS...! (6-5X4-SI)S,._. (6-5X4-8)-1-2-1-S1-1. _____ ~ I . J ; 

GROWING SEED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS 

In preparation for yield comparisons in 1930, seed was grown in 
1929 to represent the various generations completed. Eight back
pollinated lines were chosen for which remnant seed of the preceding 
generations was available. Each generation' of each line was planted 
between rows of the recurrent and of the nonrecurrent parent. The 
recurrent parent was pollinated with pollen of the different genera
tions of the back-pollinated line. This advanced each lot one 
generation and pro'vided seed representing succe;;sive generations of 
hack lollinating. As all this seed was produced 011 plants of the 
inbre recurrent parent, any material systematic variation in seed 
size was avoided. Similarly, the nonrecurrent parent was pollinated 
by the different generations of the back-pollul' I ted line to obtain seed 
representing crossing with the nonrecurrent !larent after successive 
generations of back pollinating to the recurrent parent. Here, all 
of the seed was produced on plants of the inbred nonrecurrent parent. 
Where reciprocally back-pollinated lines were available, crosses were 
made between them in the various generations. The following dia
gram shows the plan of planting for p:roducing seed of 4-8 X 6-5 
back pollinated to 4-8 and to 6-5, and seed of the crosses between 
the reciprocally back-pollinated lines. 
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~8 } {6-5~8X6-5, F\ X ~X6-5, Fl 

6-5 4-8 

~S } {6-5(t5X 4-S'-2 5 X 4-\~88X6-5}-2S 
6--5 

4.><.S } {6-5~5X4-S)-i-i X Z8X6-5)-1-3 

~'X4.-S)-H-' }X{~SX6-5)-1-3--2 

6-5 4-S 

4-8 l {6-5
(~5X4-S)-1-1-3--1JX (~SX6-5)-1-3--2-1 
6-5 4-8 
4-S 
X . 

(6-5 X 4-S)-1-1-3--1-1 
X 

6-5 
METHODS OF COMPAmNG YIELDS 

Weather conditions were exceedingly unfavorable following emel'~ 
gence of the seedlilloO'S in 1929. Growth was slow, and the standi 
originally good, was decimated by the southern corn rootworm. 
Heavy rain on June 21 iiooded the field and caused further damage . 
.As a result. of these conditions it was impossible to obtain seed of all 
the combinations or as much se(\d as was desired. 

Seed was obtained in quantities for what seemed adequate replica
tion in several different lines of breeding. This was planted in 1930, 
and the plants emerged to a good stand only to meet the serious 
drought of that summer. Where the soil was not too sandy, reaEon
able growth was made in spite of the drought. The corn on the 
sandy spots was a total loss. As these spots occurred at more or less 
frequent intervals over the field used for the comparisons, they elimi
nated some of the experiments entirely and some of the replications 
in other eX"Periments. Inasmuch as the individual replications were 
small and each was a unit in itself, however, it was possible to obtain. 
results for several comparisons that seem reliable within the limits of 
their errors. The present discussion is confined to these. 

The plan of planting to compare the effects of successive generations 
of back pollinating is shown in Table 3. Each pedigree represents a 
l3-hill single-l'ow plot of the kind stated. Excess seeds were planted 
and the plot was thinned t.o a final stand of three plants per hill. 
The arrangement WilS such that, beginning with the most vigorous 
material, the FI cross, the inbreeding of the successive plots increased 
to that rt'presented by the seHed recurrent parent and then decreased 
again to the Fl' In the second series of 13-hill rows the order was the 

I Used in 1)laoo of (6-5X4-8)-l and (~5X4-8)-1. of which no seed was IIvaillible. 

67001-31--2 
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reverse of this, and ,the third series was similar to the first. For 
thcJpliI'ticqlar experiD!tent shown in.Figure 5 .there were eight replica
tions; but for most of the comparisons seed ,vas available for only six. 

TABLE a.-Planting arrangement in three series of 13-hill rows of corn with three 
plants per hill, for comparison of successive generations of back pollinating 

. Series 1 Series 2 .Serles 3 

6_.JX540 Fl________________________________ 6_S So______________________________________ 6_SXS40 Fl. 
fF.5X (540X6_S) ___________________________~ 6_SX (540X6_S f) ______________ __ ________ _ ___ 6_S X (540X6-S). 
6-IlX~540X6-S')-- _________________________ 6-SX(S40X6_S')---------------------------- 6-SX(540X6_S').
6-SX 540X6-5')---------------------------- 6-SX(540X6_S') ____________________________ 6-5X(540X6-S').
6_5X 540X6_5')~ __________________________ 6_SX(540X6-S) ____________ ________________ 6_SX(540X6-S f). 
6-S SI _____________________________________ 6_SX540 Fl________________________________ 6_5 So. 
6-S S.____________________________________ 6-SX540 F, ________________________________ 6-5 So. 
6-SX(540X6_S f) __________________________ 6-SX(540X6-S).. _________________________ 6-5X(540X6-S'). 
6_SX (540X6-5') __ .. , __________________._ ___ 6-SX(S40X6-5') ____ __ ____ _____ _______ ____ _ 6-SX (540X6-S'). 
6-5X (540X6-5')_________• ______ _____ ___ ____ 6-SX(540X6-S!) ______ _________ ___ _________ _ 6_5X (540X6-5').
6-5 X (540X6-S) ________._____ _____ ______ ___ 6_SX (S40X6-S f) _____________ ______________ _ 6-5X (540X6-S).
6-SX540 F, ______...______________________ 6-S S.___ ________________________________ 6-5X540 F,. 
I>-SX540 Fl_____ .___________ , ______________ 6-S So ____________________________________ _ 
6_SX (540X6-5) ____ ____ ____ ___ _____________ 6-S X (540X6_S f ) ___________________________ _ 

6-SX(540X6_5') _____ __ ___ __ ____ __ __ ________ 6-S X (540X6-S!) _._._ • ________________• ____ _ 
6-SX(540X6-5!) _____ •_____ •____• _________ • 6-SX(540X6_S') • __•_______________________ _ 

6-SX (540X6-S f) ------------------- ------ --- 6-5 X (54()X6_S) _--- ------ ---- -------- ______I6-5 St._ ________________ ____________________ 6-SXS40 F, _______________________________ _ 

The plan of planting for comparing crosses of the nonrecmrent 
parent with the successively back-poIliaated lines was entirely simii~r. 
Both of these arrangements minimized competition by placing together 
the generations most nearly alike. Guard rows of the Fl crosses or 
of the selfed parents bordered similar rows where these occurred on 
the outside. Stands were nearly perfect. 'l'he writers do not believe 
that competition influenced the yields materially in these experiments, 
either when inequalities occurred because of the differences in the 
vigor of adjacent plots or because of the very minor differences in "'
stand which existed. 

EXPEIDM·ENTAL DATA .j<; 

The yields presented are the mean air-dry weights of ear com from 
the number of replications stated. Except for the two cases noted, 
they are based only on complete replications. The product of three 
or more replications of each experiment was dried in a steam-heated 
.room, the percentages of shrinkage calculated, and the yields of the 
other replications computed to air-dry weights from these data. 

The probable errors for the individual experiments were determined 
through the analysis of variance as suggested by Fishel' (4). The 
net variance for any generation, however, was maintained in the 
same ratio to the net variance for the eXDeriment as the total variance 
for that generation bore to the total variance for the experiment. 
This was don.e because of the large differences in yield and variability 
of the different generations. The probable errors reported for the 
means of the corresponding generations in similar experiments are 
based on weighted averages of the variances in those experiments .. 
That is, the different experiments are not treated as replications, 
but their yields and errors are averaged only to provide a more 
converuent basis for discussing the experiments as a whole. It is 
believed that the results in the. different experiments are'enough alike 
to warrant this simplified. c(tnsideration. 

The yields of the Fl crosses successively back pollinated for different 
numbers of generations to one parent and the yield of that parent are 
.shown in Table 4. The number of replications ranged from four to 
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. sf~ven. .The two cases. in which one gf~nel'ation was. not represented
i,1l alll'eplications are indicated by references tolootnotes 1 and 2. 
The probable errol'S in the differentlexperiments and generations 
..probably, differ no more. than should. be expected. :rheir averages 
Jor the different generations range frQ'm about 4 to about 5 per cent. 

TABLE 4.-Plot yields of FI corn crosses successively back pollinated to one parent. 
for different numbers of.generCitions, and of that parent 

Yields (or dosilbIlat~d generation and ro~ parent 
Parent stocks Rep I 
(Nand R). 

lIca:i '1 number tfons· RX RX· RX RX RX RX 
JRXN,FI (NXR) ~R:;. (NXR3) (NXRI) (NXR') (NXR') R(Sel~d~. 

,-- I I 
Num-. 

ber I Pounds POtLnds POtLndB Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
M9-A and 4-8.-__ , 4 ,23.2:1:0.60 12.4::1:0.99 7.4:1:0,61 6.5:1:0. 14 4. 9:1:0. 49 
M9-B and 4-8.___ 6 \17.7:1: .83 10.6:1: .57 8.3:!: ,42 8.8:!: .32·6.5± .37 :::=:=:=:= 14~3±iJ~i3
MO and 4-8__,_ ___ 6 12O.2:!: .42 13.7:1: .44 10.6:1: ,33 8. 8:1: ,.35 8. 3:1:. 24 _______ .•\5, 5± ,22 
(1-5 and 4-8______ 4 119. 0:1: .34 9.8:1: .44 7,5:1: .20 5.0:1: ,28 4.5:1= .19 -2~ii±jj~ii9 3. 1:1:0. 20 2; 4± •18 

3.9:1: .21 __________ 2 .. 8:1: .13and 6-5______ 6 116.1i:!: .41 1O.3:!: .23 36.8:!: .21 7.7:1= .163.9:1= •.12 __________ 2.9:1= .13MO and 6-5________ 8. G:r; .34 6.8:!: .316.8:1= .317 i~ 13.6:!: .53 
1---'-'- ----- ------Mean____________ '<l(}. 7:1= .66 ll.7:!: .54 8.2:!: .3 7.2:1= .30\5.8:1= ..31 14.5:1= .19 34.6:1: .20' 3.6:1: .16 

\ l 

I Only 4 replications. , Only 5 replicati.ons. 3 In same ratio to 3.6 as to own parents. 

The product of each generat,ion in each experiment is illustrated 
in Figure 4. Each lot shown represents the mean weight for all 
replications. The smaller size and poorer filling of the ears of the 
more inbred generations are typical and perfectly familiar to those 
who have carried on inbreeding with corn. The heights of the 
columns of ears afford a fair picture of the actual mean yields. This 
is shown more clearly, however, in Figure 5: 

The excess yield of an Fl crosS, A X B, above that of one of its par
ents, B, may be attributed to genes broughtin from the other parent, 
A. The cross will be heterozygous for these genes, and successive 
generations of back- pollination to the parent B, withoujr selection, 
will decrease the percentage of heterozygosis in accordance with 
the series H, %, %, etc. . 

Similarly, if the excess yield occurs because the genes froIll. A are 
dominant and favorable, the number of such genes in each generation, 
without selection, would be halved. Under either hypothesis, then, 
t.he yield of a cross back pollinated to one parent without selection 
should approach the yield of that parent as a limit approximately in 
accordance with the same series. Effe.ctive selection of the more 
vigorous plants during back pollinating would retain the more hetero
zygous individuals., or those carrying the·larger numbers of dominant ....'"' favorable A genes, andso maintain yieI4:,.above the theoretical. 

The lower limit of eqch graph in Figure 5 represents the yield 
of the recurrent parent {lS 0 per cent,and the upper limit represents 
the yield of the FJ cross as 100 per cent. The series %, %, }h, etc., is 
sbownby the solid lines as the. theoretical behavior of strltins back 
pollinated without selection. Theobserved behavior of the strainr;i back 
pollinated with selection is shown by the broken lines. For the 
experiment with stock (M9A X 4-8) no yield 0f the recurrent parent is 
a'yailabler and the theoretical decrense in the later generations i$ 
plott~d as %, %, etc., of the decrease from the ]j'\ generation to the 
FJ ge~eration back pollinated once. . . . . 

http:12.4::1:0.99
http:23.2:1:0.60
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The data from the different experiments are in excellent major 
agreement. . The lines back pollinated once range closely around the 
mid-point between the Fl cross and the recurrent parent: At this 
stage theory apd observation should be most likely to. agree, as there 

FIGURE 4.-Ears harvested. from one replication eooh ot an Fl cross (left), ot that cross back poJIln
nted fOr 1.2,3, etc., generations to one ot the Inbred parents, and (right) of that l11bred parent, for 
eooh ofth9 Sll eIparlments . 

could be practically no. selection amo.ng the Fl plants first back po}· 
linated. After this generation selection could be effective, and all of 
the yields but one are in excess o.f the theoretical no-selection yields 
based 011 a series }~, %, %, etc. There is co.nsiderable variation In the 
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amount of the excess, but probablyno more than reasonably might be 
expected from the raildom sampling of different breeding stocks plus "_ 
the experiinental variation. 
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JII/TIt SELECT/ON, 08SE/lVEP 
NO SELECTION. TltE02Y 

FI(lURE 5.-Dlagrams showing the yields or F, crosses II!' 100 per ClInt, or the recurrentlnbred 
parents IlS 0 per cent, together with the thooretlcaJ yields expected without selection and the 
observed yields obtained with selection in successive generations or back pollinating to the 
recnrrent parents in six eJperlmcnts 

The mean yields of the different generations in the six experiments 
are shown graphically in Figure 6. The actual yields are indicated on 
the left margin. On the right the range from the parent to the F1cross 
again represents Oto 100 per cent, and the theoretical no-selection 
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curve is shown. by tb.e solid Me. The excess yields of the lines back 
pollinated three and four tim.esabove the theoretical appear toaffo~d' 
ample evidence that selection has been effective in retaining some 

. 	 . additional favorable 
'/~7 /0()o 	 dominant factors en

tfnng the cross from 

the nonrecurrent par

ent, or else in reta.in


, ~ ing plants more het
~.. eroiygous than theex

pectancy. In either 
~... case,and to this ex
~ tent, then, the liIies 

at these stagp.s are 

\ 
so more nearly like the 

nonrecurrent par~nts 
than would be theoret
icalunselected back
pollinated lines. 

.... I I Leaving the results 
25 of back pollinating for r.. 	 .'. 

~ 

the moment, the yields r~ "" -
12.5 of FI crosses between 

l~ " .... 2 the nonrecurrent par.... ~/ ~I 1--..2---":
I 

ent and 	the lines re-
I I ! r--3.6 

I o covered after succesL I j
YIELD OF 

-I 
I<EClIRI<ENT PARENT sive generations of 

I back pollinating withI the recurrent parent 
I 
t are shown in Table 5.I I0o I 2 3 -'I .5 6 These datainclude.for 

6£NE2ATIONS OF BACK POLliNATING two stocks the yields 
----WiTH SELECTION, OBSERVED of FI crosses between 
-- NO SEI.ECTlON, THE02Y two lines derived by 


FIGURE 6.-Dlagram showing the mean yields oCsixFl crosses and oC b k 11· . 

the six recurrent inbred parents, together with the thcoretic&1 yield ac pOInat1n g a 

expected without selection and the observed vield obtained with' t h f· t 

selection. The figures 2 and 1 in tbe firth and'sixth generatiolL~ oC cross 0 eac 0 1 S par
back p011i!1atlng indicate that only 2nnd 1 e'-l'eriments have pro· ents. As the latter 
grassed thiS Car theoretically s h 0 uld 

behave like the former, and as they actually appear to do ·so, no fur
ther distinction will be made between them here. 
TABLE 	5.-Plot yields of FI corn crosses back pollinated to one parent for different 

numbers of general.ions and then crossed with the nonrecurrent parent 

iR Yields (or designated generation l 


Parent stocks (N and R) ,! li~r' .' 

number :ti • NXR F NX NX NX NX NX IN R F 


_________;_~___' (NXR') (NXR') (NXR4) ~~(NXR~~ 
'Num

. I ber Pou1lds POU1IdB POU1IdB POU1Ids PoundB POU1IdB :Pounds
M!hA. and 4-8••_••______.' 6 ______•••_ 18. 5:f:0. 19 20.1:f:0, 23 21.1:f:0. 24 _.__•__~_. _. ______•• 21.1:f:0. 55 
649-B and 4-8._____ • ___ .j 6 ______._•• 16.3:f: .23 17. 6:f: .3119. O:f: .30._._.____ • __________ 17.8:!: .20 
6-5 and4-8.________._•• __ ! 6 ______ .._ 12.2:f: .2214.9:f: .1713.9::1: .2614. 4::I:0.2915.0:f:0. 2215.4:1: .31 
4-8 and 6-5._____•_____•• _, 6 __•_______ 11. 5:f: .3714.7.:1: .3316.4::1: .29 ._.____•__ •• _. __• ___ 17.5::1: .24 
4-8X6-5 and 6-5X4-8 •• __•, 0 ll. 3:f:0. 54 13.8±: 2915.0:f:. 17 10; 4:f: .23 18.6::1:.16 __________ 17.7::1: .37 
3X2Bnd2X3_._••_•••••_.___4 ~ 9.0::l:.461.1.4:f:1.05!!0:f: .0218.8::1: .79. =17.,5::1:1.32 

Mean'____•____._._. _._._ 9.4::1:.55 13. 5:f: .29 15. 7:f: .3617.5::1: .3518.3::1: . 3817 • .4:f: .2217. 8:f: .48I 1

(For (4-8X6-5) X (6-5X4-S) and (or (3X2)X(2X3), both pBreI\ts were back pollinated the some number 
,(lr generations berore crossing. . 

'Meanvalu~ not based on all crosses Bte computed to SBmoratJo to the meano(the Fl's as to tbeirownFI's. 

http:17.,5::1:1.32
http:18.6::1:.16
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The more unifbrmsoil occupied by:';these experiments is retlected in 
the faet that all six.xeplications could be used in all of the experiments 
bilt one}~whieh four were available. Moreover, the probable errol'S 
are slighti~ smaller than in the experiments on baek pollinating. 

.~ 

FIGURE 7.-Ears harvested from one replication of each generation in the 
six experiments on recro.,:sing nfter back pollinating 

The appearance of the crop from each of the different generations 
is shown in Figure 7. Here, too, each lot represents the mean weight 
()f ears for each generation. 

Just as the yields under continuous back pollination without selec
tion should approach the yield of the recurrent parent, so the yields of 
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cr()sses between unselected ba,ck-pollinated lines and the nonrecurrent 
parents should approach the yields of the ori~al Fl crosses as n.limit, 
t!.ccording to the series ~, %, etc. The solid lines in Figure 8 show this 
theoretical behavior for crossitJg following back pollinating without 
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G-ENE2ATIONS OF BACK POLL.lNAT/NiT BEFO.€E C.f!QSSINt!F 
- - - - WITH SELECTION, OBSERYEP 

NO SELECTION, THEORY 

FIGURE 8.-Diagn\ffiS sb(lwing the yields of crosses of tbe type NX(!'<XR'), NX(NXR!), etc., and 
o[ the original NXR, F, (or comparison, in the six experiments on recrossing after back poUinatillg 

selection. The broken lines show the observed yields of crosses made 
following back pollinating with selection. • 

No data on tlie N X (N X R) generation are available for the crossing 
experiments. In the experiments on back pollinating the mean yield 
of this generation, i. e., the Fl crosses which had been back pollinated 
once~ was ahnost exactly 50 per cent of the 1'I1nge from the parents to 
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\-the Fl crosses. On the basis of numerical relationships, the yield of 
iihe cross following one generation of back pollinating, Nx (NxR2), 
'would be halfw~y farther tQward the original F l , or 75 per cent of the 
.total range. Accordingly, the percentages shown on the graphs are 
·on a scale of from 75 per-cent for the Nx (NXR2) generation to 100 
]ler cent for the original cross. The theoretical points for the succeed
ing generations represent increments of one-half of the remaining 

'''range. 
The results in the different experiments again seem sufficiently 

uniform to warrant discussion on the basis of the average tendencies. 
-The mean yields of the corresponding generati,ons are shown graph
ically in Figure 9. Here, a.s. in the back-pollinating experiments, th~ 
-observed yields ob
tained with selection ~3 

.are in excess of .the .~----tT---r·--~----~~~~~mo~ 
theoretical values for ,7' I 

'110 selection. In fact, ~ 
the mean yield of the 15.7 •
·6 crosses made follow- ~ ~ 
.ing 3 generations of ~ ~ 
back pollinating is ~ 13, 

almost equal to that ~ 
of the original crosses, '" 
and the mean yield of ~ 
the 3 crosses made fol- iii 
lowing 4 generations ~ 
.of back pollinating is 
in slight excess of that 
()f the original crosses. 
On the basis of these 
data, it required only 0 

~ 0 / 2 345thr fee or our genera- trENEM710Ns OFBACK .POLLIN-'7/Ntr-BEFO~E C~OSS/Ntf
tions of back pollinat- - -- - WITt( SELECTION, OBSERVED 

ing to the recurrent - NO SELECTION, THEORY 

nrent to produce re- FIGURE 9.-Dlagram showing the mean yields for six experiments of Pu. crosses oCthe type NX(NXR2), NX(NXR'), etc., n.nd the original
eovered lines which NXR, FJ 

behaved like that parent in crosses with the nonrecurrent parent. This 
answers the second question, namely, how long must back pollinating 
be continued. 

DISCUSSION 

The data for the experiments on back pollinating and crossing are 
shown graphically in Figure 10. Because of the losses of some of the 
experiments undertaken, two of the sh: lines in the back-pollinating 
experiments are not rep'resented in the crossing comparisons. Simi
larly, data are not available on the bn.ck-pollinated lines used in one 
of the si"{ crossing experiments. This lack of strict comparability is 
unfortunate, but does not appear seriously to limit the value of the 
results obtained. As plotted in Figure 10, the mean yield of the recur
rent parents is 0 per cent and that of the foundation Fl crosses ic; 100 
per cent. The data on crossing have been displaced one generation 
to the left so as to bring those for crossing following x generations of 
back pollinating on the same ordinates as those for the parents back 
pollinated x times. 
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RELATION TO THE THEORY OF HYBRID VIGOR 

The average yield uf the sbc Fl crosses hack pollinatl!d once to their 
recurrent parents was almost exactly midway between the average 
yield of the Fl crosses and tha,t of the reCllrrent parents. In thesp
exp,:riments, then, regardless of their method (If action, one-half of the 
ongmal number of genes from the nonrecurrent parent was one-half 
as effective as the original number. This same relation may be ex
pected to hold on the average for the smaller fractions of the nonre
current-parent genes that would be present after additional genera

tions of back pollinat
c.eOSSING ing to the :recurrentMrpMe"j NK(NK.eo/ N.T{N.T.e.(; N.T(N.T.e1 N.T(N"'~"J 

parent. As a matter .. ..-;~..; of fact, the yields of/00 
,,~~.-- lines back pollinated;1"'1•• 	 with selection, for!\\ Y 	 three and four gener

ations were consist
ently and significantly\'\v: in excess of the theo
ret i c al no-selection 
values. 

It is reasonable to 
conclude that this ex

\ 
cess yield was due to 
genes from the non
recurrent parent re
tained by selection 
during back pollinat
ing, in excess of those 

'\/ 
...... that would be expect

~, 
ed from the mere proc
ess of halving. These"~ "- selected. back-polli

"- nated lines, therefore, ~ ' ... I '\6"4 	 were more nearly like--..:. 
o - the nonrecurrent par-
R,N R,(NKR/ Rr(N.<R2jRr(N,I'e 3/R..-(N.rR'/R,(N.rRSjR.«Nreo/ ents than would be 

BACK POLL/NAT/NG- ltd b k II' 
__ •___ WITH SEI.ECTION, OBSERVEP unse ec e ac -po 1
--- NO SELECTION, THEORY nated lines. It fol-

FIGURE IO.-Diagram oUbe mean yields In tbe back pollfnntfng and lows immediately that 
tbe recrossing Bl'~erlments crosses between the 

nonrecurrent parents and the selected back-pollinated lines would 
be less heterozygous than would analogous crosses involving unse
lected back-pollinated lines. If heterozygosis, as such, were the cause 
of hybrid vigor, these less heterozygous crosses should yield less than 
the theoretically e}.-pected yields of crosses involving unselected back
pollinated lines. The actual crosses involving selected lines yielded 
significantly more than the theoretical values~ however, and the results 
accordin~ly are in direct negation of the hypothesis that heterozygosis, 
as such, IS the cause of hybrid vigor. 

This last conclusion is based on deviations from expected theoretical 
values. It is supported and strengthened by other facts in the cross

http:N.T(N.T.e1
http:NK(NK.eo
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ingexperiments. The F1 crosses (3 X 24) X (2 X 34) and (3 X 2~) X (2 X 35) 

yielded more than the actual parental Fl cross 2 X 3. (Table 4 and 
fig. 8.) Data are not available in these experiments to show that 
(3 X24) and(3 X 25) are superior to2 and that (2 X 34) and (2 X 35) are 
superior to 3. It may be stated from a knowledge of the stocks, 
however, that such is the case. This superiority can be the result 
only of genes from the other lines not yet lost through back pollinating. 
The Fl crosses between these partly recovered lines, accordingly, are 
less heterozygous but more productive than the parental Fl cross. 

A similar situation occurs for the cross (4-8 X 6-55) X (6-5 X 4-86 ) 

in comparison with the parental Fl cross 6-5 X 4-8. (Table 4 and 
fig. 8.) Here, however, data on the back-pollinated lines (Table 3 and 
fig. 5) show them after four generations of back pollinating (N X R5) 
to have been significantly more productive than their seHed parents. 
Finally, the cross of 549-'-B X (549-B X 4-84) was much more productive 
than 549-B X4-8. In all of these cases, then, the less heterozygous 
crosses were more productive than were comparable, more hetero
zygous crosses. This appears to constitute crucial evidence that 
heterozygosis, as sach, has not been the cause of hybrid vigor within 
the limits of the differences in yield between the parent lines and thfr 
selected back-pollinated lines in these experiments. 

Heterozygosis, however, is not excluded completely as a possible 
partial cause of hybrid vigor. There was a tendency for the selected 
lines and their crosse!! to approximate, witl~ consistent departures, the 
theoretical curves for back pollination without selection. The gen
eral approximation might result from either (1) a decrease in hetero
zygosis, or (2) a lack of effective selection during back pollination. 
Such a lack of effective selection might be due to the fact that many 
genes of small individual effect precluded it or to the conduct of this 
particular experiment. 

The lines recovered by back pollinating in these experiments now 
have been self-pollinated for two additional generations. They are 
more nearly like the nonrecurrent parents than were the foundation 
stocks. If these recovered lines produce results in a second cycle of 
convergent improvement comparable to those reported here, the prob
ability that dominant genes are the sole cause of hybrid vigor will have 
been further increased. Thus, with each repetition, the possible 
importance of heterozygosis as such should be shown to be less and 
less, or otherwise, depending upon the results. The Jlossibility that 
heterozygosh\has some effect cannot be excluded completely, however, 
unless high-y~elding lines can be obtained which do not decrease in 
vigor with w.hreeding. 

RELATION TO CORN BREEDING 

Since they concern the cause of hybrid vigor, the results of these 
experiments naturally bear on the theory of present-day corn breeding. 
They have, however, far more concrete relationES. Any progress 
made is progress in an actual experimental program of corn improve
ment involving breeding stocks of demonstrated productiveness in 
hybrid combination. Furthermore, the results provide reasonably 
definite evidence on methods that may be followed in similar programs 
of corn breeding. 

Three of the six crosses between the nonrecurrent parent and the 
lines back pollinated to the recurrent parent for three generations 
were more productive than the Fl crosses between the foundation 
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parents. .An additional cross between recovered lines after four gen
erations of back pollinating was more productive than the foundation 
cross. The actual lines used in these experiments were chosen from 
the breeding program as a whole, more or less at random, largely on 
the basis of remnant seed available ~ the. different generations. 
Accordingly, it seems reasonable to conclude that three oX" foUl" genera
tions of bac~, pollinating are adequBte t? recover the important part 
{)f the recurrent parent genotype, that IS, the part necessary for the 
recovered line to behave like the rec,UITent parent in crosses. 

This does not mean that eve:ry lime after three or four generations t ?' {)f back pollinating will behave in crosses like the recurrent parent, 
but that some among every few th~j.i are tested are very likely to do so. . 
'This substitutes perhAlps three or four generations of back pollinating 
:for the sh: postulated'as possibly necessary in the original pUblication 
(7). Experience also indicates that only two or three generations of 

:selling after back pollinating will be required to fix the recovered 
lines sufficiently for a second cycle of convergent improvement. If 
this latter indication is supported in future experiments, some 5 t.o 7 
·generations for a cycle will be substituted for the possible 12 originally 
:suggested. This would materially shorten the time required. 

It seems sufficiently clear that back pollinating must be continued 
three or four generations. How much advantage can be retained at . 
this stage? Of the six back-pollinated lines compared in these experi
ments, all yielded more than would be expected from theoretical un
:selected lines. The average excess above the theoretical was 30 per 
cent of the yield of the recurrent parents Bfter three generations and 
.27 per cent after four generations of back pollinating. 

Inasmuch as this excess presumably is due to the retention of addi
tional dominant genes from the nonrecurrent parent by selection 
.during back pollinating, the recovered lines Itre heterozygous for these 
.genes. Accordingly, with self-fertilization and without selection, only 
half of these woUld be retained, becoming homozygous, whereas the 
recessive allelomorphs of the other half would become homozygous. 

On this basis, one-half of the excess at the termination of back :pol
linating should be retained after continued selfing without selection. 
It seems reasonable to assume, therefore, pending further evidence, 
that at least one-half of this gain can be retained. This wquld be a 
permanent improvement of some 13 to 15. per cent in the productive
ness of the inbred stocks. Considering the fact that opportunity for 
1!election in these stocks has been materially less than is desirable for 
such a program, as already noted, this seems to constitute a real gain. 

T:his gain is in vigor as measured by productiveness. There are 
{)tner objectives in corn breedin~. Thus, for some of the recurrent 
parents used, resistance to lodgIng was one of the very important 
characters sought. Much improvement has been accomplished in 
this direction. Again, all of the lines of C. I. No. 227 have a red 
pericarp, which is undesirable, and some have white endosperm for 
which It was desired to substitute yellow. Both of these desiderata 
have been accomplished wholly or in part. Finally, 227-6 has such 
scanty pollen that it is difficult to mamtain. After four generations 
of back pollinating, lines have been recovered which strongly resemble 
227-6 but which have ample pollen. Some of the recovered lines in 
whic:h miscellaneous improvement has been accomplished are not 
:representedin the experiments for which data have been reported but 
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remain to be tested. They appear, however, to be more productive 
than the recurrent parents, in. Rddition to their superiority in the spe
cific character sought. There also seems no reason to suppose that 
some of the several lines represented in each stock should not behave 
~pch llke the recurrent pm'ents in crosses with the nourecurrent 
p:.::.rents. 

One further condition remains to be noted. Convergent improve
ment was suggested as n. means of increasing the productiveness of 
inbred. lines without interfering with their behavior in hybrid combi
nation, In the six comparisons of crossing after back pollinating 
reported here, at least three of the crosses betwleen recovered lines 
yielded more than the foundation crosses. These.tesults suggest, 
thereiore, th9.t convergent improvement may be utilized not only to 
improve the inbred parents but also to increase the productiveness of 
the- crosses in which these parents are used. Thh may provide a 
method by which the yields of our present crosses call be brought to an 
even higher level. 

SUMMARY 

The yields of Fl crosses between selfed lines of corn back pollinated 
once to one parent were, in accordance with theory, a1most exactly 
intermediate between the yields of the parents and those of the Fl 
crosses, The yields of progeny lines derived by successive generations 
of back pollinating to the same recurrent parent, with Gelection of the 
more vigorous plants in each generation, were somewhat above the 
theoretical yields for back pollinating without selection. 

The yields of F 1 crosseij between these selected back-pollinated 
lines and the nonrecurrent parents also were in excess of the theoretical 
values for similar crosses with unselected back-pollinated lines. 

The excess yields of the selected back-pollinated lines may be 
attributed to dominant favorable genes retained by selection during 
the back pollinating. The fact that the yields of the crosses involving 
these lines also are in excess of the theoretical values for back polli
nating without selection supports the hypothesis of dominant genes 
as the cause of hybrid vigor and is in contravention of the physiologic
stimulation hypothesis. . 

The yields of the crosses made following three and four generations 
of back pollinating were approximately equal to the yields of the Fl 
crosses between the foundation parent lines. Three or four genera
tions of back pollinating to a recurrent parent, then, was enough to 
recover lines which behaved like that parent in crosses with the 
nonrecurrent parent. In these generations there was an indicated 
permanent improvement of 13 to 15 per cent over the recurrent parent, 
allowing for differences in the. degree of inbreeding . 

In addition to the larger yields of the recovered lines, improvement 
has been achieved in ability to resist lodging and in the amount of 
pollen shed. Yellow endosperm has been substituted for white and 
clear pericarp for red, all without changing significantly the behavior 
of the lines in crosses. 

Convergent improvement, suggested originally from theoretical 
considerations as a means of improving selfed lines of corn without 
interfering with their behavior in bybrid combination, so far has 
been found successful. Furthermore, the results suggest that this' 
method also may provide a means by which the yields of Fl crosses 
between seHed lines can be rnised to an even higher level. 
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